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Endereço PV FIT Ltd 
The Gatehouse, Murlain House 
Union Street 
CH1 1QP Chester

PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
We work with…

Homeowners
Commercial
Developers
Private/Social Landlords
Architects
Consulting Engineers

Making solar simple…

As Government approved Microgeneration Certification Scheme solar PV installers, you can rest assured that you are in good hands.

We stand out from the crowd as we will not blind you with technical jargon. Our belief is solar can be simple and we will demonstrate this from your
initial contact right through to completion of your renewable energy purchase and beyond. We are committed to offering the best quality equipment at a
price which maximises your systems return on investment, and a warranties to match. We will guide you through the entire solar installation process,
regardless of your projects size.

Ethical sales & transparency….

We pride ourselves on our ethical sales and marketing approach and demonstrate this by being active members of the REAL Assurance Scheme,
which is the industry recognised consumer code of practice. Our experienced technical staff complete preliminary surveys over the phone, usually in
20 minutes, after which we will confirm…

what size of system best meets your properties roof and orientation – we look at Google Earth/Maps/Streetview
how much your system will cost and will email you a fixed price quotation
what is involved in the installation of your PV system and agree potential dates (usually within 2-3 weeks of your order)
and how to claim your 25 year feed in tariff

… all without an invasive salesman visit. Once you’re ready to go ahead you simply need to return a signed copy of your order form and we will
arrange for an engineer to visit you to measure up your equipment and complete your installation – all at no extra cost to you.

Become your own energy generator…

With expected return on investment of 10-12% per year, and rising fuel prices, it has never been more attractive to generate your own energy. Going
green couldn’t be easier with PV FIT so get in touch for your free solar survey today!

Company Profile of PV FIT Ltd

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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